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The story begins with a post-apocalyptic world after a virus called Nirvash has overtaken humanity. The world has been divided into seven major areas, each with a different theme. Each world has a different mood: Light is the world of science and invention, which is dominated by the research and development of the world’s strongest energy source,
‘Nirvash’, and the population is well-mannered and efficient. Earth is the world of nature, where water and plantlife flourish, and becomes the home of Harkov and Ovel. In the inhospitable Dark Zone lies Tirain, a world of mystery and the only enemy that the main characters face. Light’s army is the largest, and the army of Light’s most skilled soldiers and

officers is known as the Vanguard. Dark’s army is the smallest, and its soldiers and officers are known as the Black Blazers. The world of Light revolves around a school where the future of the world is being developed. The world of Light has even divided itself into seven major areas: Research, Palette, Mechanical, Furniture, Promotion, Outdoor, and Foreign
Affairs. All students of the school have passed entrance exams and have become the brightest students of Light. However, half of the students have become Dark Warriors, the soul of Dark, and are the strongest force of Dark. Harkov as the daughter of Kain is one of these Dark Warriors. Ovel the son of light and dark is another. Ushiromiya, an eccentric and
arrogant individual who yearned for power and eventually brought chaos to the world, became the Dark Emperor, and together with the Dark Warriors, he overran Light’s school and became the new Dark Master. The story begins as a student tries to stop this. This is a video game that features extremely sharp visuals, that features two protagonists, Harkov
and Ovel, two powerful characters, a story that is fresh, the system used for the game is easy to use and fun to play with, and lastly even though the story is Japanese, you won’t feel like you’re in a Japanese game. The world of Light is filled with a huge variety of appealing characters, and characters that have been exaggerated, which is something that is

extremely rare in anime and games. So please enjoy the world of Light with an intelligent and over-analyzing mind. Battle system:

Features Key:
Level 6 difficulty for the oldest age group

4-6 players
20-90 minutes of playing time

Introduce cooperative play, formation and communication challenges
20 cards and two sets of 2 cards

Reset is very fast
And five mystery cards that are unique and never played before

  My Little Girl

My Little Girl Game Key features:

7+ age range with six player maximum
Level 4, 6 or 8 difficulty
30-60 minutes of playing time
Introduce cooperative play, formation and communication challenges
8 cards and six sets of two cards
Reset is fast
And 4 mysterious cards that are unique and never played before
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